
uses of the five elements in east asia
SPENCER j PALMER

certain themes have great staying power known for their
endurance inin time as well as their transmission inin space thus
with varying degrees of intensity it has been possible for the
ancient world to influence and guide ways of thinking and
events down to the present

in the western world it may be said that greece and
rome have exerted a continuous influence upon art literature
religion politics and education As an example there has been
a persistence of the idea of imperial power from charlemagne
to mussolini some would bring this up to de gaulle des-
pots have sought to engage the impelling image of rome s
ancient glory thus charlemagne and frederick 11II hohen
staufen with startling deviation from contemporary artistic
norms deliberately portrayed themselves on their coinage as
ancient caesarscaesara and augustusesAugustuses which they were not the
works of frederick the thirteenth century emperor german
but ruling from sicily showed a self conscious ambition to re-
store the power of rome and napoleon who on the coinage
of his time was dressed in incongruous toga and wreath was
inspiredinspiredbyinspireinspiredlydbyby the same vision during the renaissance emulation
was at times even more slavish as illustrated by the coinscoins of
galba AD 68 and francesco I1 da carrara a petty ruler
of padua later when charles 11II of england wanted a sym-
bol for britannia he commissioned a design from a coin
of antoninus pius AD 138160138158138161160igo161igi

the eagle as a symbol of national pride derives from the
roman standard it appears on a coin of trajan on the seal
of the united states of america and as the emblem of the
german federated republic in architecture there is a wit-
ness of ancient themes in such well known american build-
ings as jefferson s monticello in virginia and in the capitoicapitol
building in washington the classical influence upon west-

on leave from brigham young university dr palmer is president of
the LDS mission in korea he had been selected as first director of the
asian research institute prior to his mission call

theseithese motifs are all beautifully illustrated in photographs and paintings
in the birth of wetternwestern civilization ed michael grant new york mcgraw
hill book company 1964 ppap 9259 25
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ern political doctrines and institutions is generally recognized
but the classical contribution in the realm of myth and litera-
ture although lesser known today has been continuous and
widespread it ranges from the idea of the bull as a symbol
of fertility what jack conrad in the horn and the sword
says is the background of the modern spanish bullfightbull fight to
sophisticated psychological theories such as narcissism and
oedipus complex

in the cultural history of east asia where precedent has
been the leitmotif the influence of classical thought has been

profound and extensive indeed I1 think it is safe to say that
its impact upon the traditions of china korea and japan
has even exceeded in comprehensiveness the greco roman im-

pact upon the west although such an assertion is not really
verifiable

this article will suggest not circumscribe the social

religious political and historical implications of one classical
chinese theory known as wuwlualu hsing usually translated as the
five elements upon this theory inin close association with
the so called yin yang theory the whole scheme of chinese
philosophy is based

the earliest mention of the wu hsing theory which inin-

volves the elements of fire earth metal water and wood as

dynamic and interacting agents or powers is an inscription
on a jade sword handle which may be dated not long after
400 BC the primary locus classicusclass icus for this ancient theory
however is the great plan section of the shu ching or the
book of history a book which later became one of the five
confucian classics this text contains the record of a speech
delivered to king wu of the chou dynasty 11222551122 255 BC
by the viscount of chchii a prince of ththee shang dynasty 1766-

1154 BC which king wu conquered at the end of the
twelfth century BC the viscount had said that when ruinruin
overtook the house of shang he would not be the servant of
another dynasty accordingly he refused to acknowledge the
sovereignty of wu who had nevertheless made it possible for
the learned chi to be delivered from prison and be invested
with territory now connected with north korea where he re-
putedly established a dynasty between the years 1122 BC and

see joseph needham science and civilization inin china historyhistwyhisiory ofgha

scientific thought cambridge university press 1956 11II 242
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194 BC 3 surrounding the site of present day P yongyangpyongyangyongyang
the viscount apparently felt constrained out of courtesy to
appear at the court of chou when the king took the op-
portunityportunity to consult with him on the great principles of govern-
ment the result was that he communicated the great plan
with its nine divisions 4 the first of these was called wu
hsing explained as follows

the five elements the first is called water the second fire
the third wood the fourth metal the fifth earth water is

said to soak and descend fire is said to blaze and ascend
wood is said to curve or be straight metal is said to obey
and change earth is said to take seeds and give crops that
which soaks and descends produces saltness that which blazes
and ascends produces bitterness that which curves or is
straight produces sourness that which obeys and changes
produces acridity that which takes seeds and gives crops pro-
duces sweetness 5

in this quotation the idea of wu hsing is still crude in speak-
ing of them its author isis obviously still thinking in terms of
actual substances instead of abstract forces bearing these
names as they came to be regarded later on

from this very inconspicuous beginning the five elements
theory gradually came to be associated with every conceivable
category of things in the universe the tables at the end of this
article set these forth As joseph needham has suggested
many of these ramifications were a natural outcome of the
basic hypothesis itself the association of the elements with
the seasons was obvious enough what could have been more
unavoidable than to link fire and summer and the south the
colors invited much speculation since the cradle of chinese
civilization was the land of yellow loess soil in the upper
yellow river basin modern shansi and shensighensiShensi it is quite
plausible to suppose that for the center that color imposed it-
self then white in the west would stand for the perpetual
snows of the tibetan massif with green or blue in the east
for the fertile plains or the seemingly infinite ocean finally
red in the south may have taken its origin from the red soil
of szechuanSzechuan the region which lies just south of shensighensi and

in korean history chi tzul is known as kilakija
james legge the chinese classics the shoo king or the book of

historical documents london oxford university press 1865 III111 320
bernard karlgren the book of documents stockholm the museum

of far eastern antiquities 1950 p 30
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shansi there are moreover large areas of red soil in yunnancunnan
but several schools of scholars in china have contributed to
the vast schema of correspondences between the five powers
and the phenomena of society thought politics and morality
these have included the so called astronomical groups the
naturalistsnatura lists the yin yangists and the agriculturalists so that
wu hsing has become a significant force in the development
of astronomy astrology the calendar the key social relation-
ships geomancy alchemy and the taoist search for the elixir
of life

the wide ranging ramifications of the five elements theory
are apparent throughout east asia even today on the most
superficial level there is a contemporary children s game call-
ed stone earth scissors metal and cloth wood
by which easy decisions can be reached stone wins over scis-
sors scissors winswins over cloth and cloth wins over stone this
game reputedly started with the japanese but the theory be-
hind it is no doubt an adaptation of the five elements which
were thought of as being mutually friendly or antagonistic to
each other as follows

water produces wood but destroys fire
fire produces earth but destroys metal
metal produces water but destroys wood
wood produces fire but destroys earth
earth produces metal but destroys water

another indication of the pervasive impact of wu hsing in
china korea and japan is found in concepts of time in
these three countries the names for the days of the week are a

perpetual reminder of this fact the word sunday means
literally sun source day and monday means moon source day
representative of the yin yang theory of correlative opposi-
tion between light buoyance and generation yang and
receptiveness and calmness yin the other five days of the
week are associated with the theory of wu hsing tuesday is
fire source day wednesday isis water source day thursday is

wood source day friday is metal source day and saturday is
earth source day not only days of the week but hours of the

wu hsing and taoist ideas of alchemy geomancy and medicine are elab-
orated in homes welch the parting of the ulayway boston beacon press
1957 ppap 969796 97 133f135f
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day and the years in the cycle of sixty have been influenced
by the five elements theory 7

in korea the construction of names for the newly born
is a fascinating art traditionally much influenced by wu hsing
in most korean families all the children of one generation
share the same middle character name called soryorsofforimim thus
of the three characters which usually comprise a person s name

the first being the surname only one isis strictly peculiar to
the individual

the harmony of characters in the names of a well educated
family has a certain beauty of its own but superstition may
enter in the practice of counting the number of strokes used
in writing a name and ensuring that the total is an auspicious
number is not often admitted to even if it is still practiced but
the dreams of the mother or father while the child is still
in the womb may be taken into account generation or middle
names can be chosen on the basis of several theories some
families base them on the old chinese thousand character
classic or the set of astronomical characters called the ten
heavenly stems by far the most common basis for the selec-
tion of generation names is the cycle of the five elements in
one contempbontempconcontemporarytemp paryrary korean family the generation chacharacterracer isis
connected with the element of earth all the boys personal
characters are connected with daylight and their order re-
flects the state of the sunlight at different times of the day 8

As a further practical illustration of how the theory may be
applied we will use the example of an unmarried korean
student presently enrolled at brigham young university whose
name is kim hominho min this young man s great grandfatherg rand fathergather s

name is kim yong bong his middle name contains a sym-
bol meaning wood the grandfather s name is kim chae uk
containing earth the father s name is kim ch ol01 jin metal

the student s name is kim hominho min water and his infant

the chinese sexagenary cycle can be thought of in the image of two
enmeshed cogwheelscogwheels one having twelve and the other ten teeth so that not
until sixty combinations have been made will the cycle repeat the usual view
of the so called ten celestial stems is that they have been developed by com-
bining the five elements with yin yang dualism tables giving the names
and affinities of the ten celestial stems and the twelve branches or horary
characters along with other relevant data for showing the chinese cyclical
character system in terms of the western calendar are found in mathews
chinese english dictionary cambridge harvard university press 1956
p 1176ff1176ft

richard rutt korean works and days notes from the diary of a
country priest rutland vt charles E tuttle company 1964 ppap 162163162 163
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nephew s name is kim song chan jirefirefife in these five genera-
tions we have cognizance of the cycle of the five elements
wood earth metal water and fire in that order

the theory of the five elements entered into social mat-
ters fully as much as personal ones throughout east asia in
case of prospective marriage the five elements were called
in shuffled and consulted inin order to determine whether two
young people could expect a compatible life together since
the time of each person s birth is ruled by a given element it
was a matter of matching these elements so as to provide an
auspicious situation if a young man whose element was wood
was mated to a metal girl he would suffer as wood does from
ax and saw and chisel if he were married to a fire girl
nothing but total destruction would await him earth and
water were the only safe elements with which wood could
mate domestic happiness was often explained in terms of
the theory of the five elements

politics and the cyclical theory of history
perhaps the most substantive contribution of wu hsing in

east asian tradition has been in the area of practical politics
and the philosophy of history this development starts with
tsou yen the father of the five elements school who lived
in the fourth century BC tsou yen followed events in the
riserise and fall of ages recorded their omens and institutions and
extended his survey backward in time when heaven and earth
had not yet been born to what was profound and abstruse
and not to be examined by making citations of the revolu-
tions and transformations of the five powers he was influen-
tial in the development of a new philosophy of politics and
history changes must be interpreted in accordance with trans-
formations of the five elements

the details of this theory are treated in one section of a
text called lu shih ch un chiiuchiau 9 this work states XIII 2

whenever an emperor or king is about to arise heaven
must first manifest some favorable omen to the common

A congeriecongeniecongerie of ritual tracts prescribing seasonal activities of legalist and
taoist theorizing and containing a number of legends and anecdotes inserted
to illustrate polpoipointsntsants of doctrine traditionally this work was compiled under
the patronage of lu pu wei d BC 235255 a rich merchant who had befriended
the chin prince whose son became ruler of all china as chin shih huang ti
see james robert hightower topics inin chinese literature cambridge har-
vard university press 1962 p 9
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people in the time of the yellow emperor heaven first
made huge earthworms and mole crickets appear the
yellow emperor said the force of soil is inin ascendance
therefore he assumed yellow as his color and took soil as
the pattern for his affairs

in the time of yu founder of the hsia dynasty legend-
ary dates 2205 BC to 1818 BC heaven first made
grass and trees appear which did not die in the autumn
and winter yu said the force of wood is in ascendancy
therefore he assumed green as his color and took wood as
the pattern for his affairs

in the time of T ang founder of the shang dynasty
traditional dates 1766 BC to 1154 BC heaven made
some knife blades appear inin the water T ang said the
force of metal is in ascendancy he therefore assumed
white as his color and took metal as the pattern for his af-
fairs

in the time of king wen founder of the chou dynasty
traditional dates of 1122 BC to 255 BC heaven made
a flame appear while a red bird holding a red book in its
mouth alighted on the altar of soil of the house of chou
king wen said the force of fire is inin ascendancy there-
fore he assumed red as his color and took fire as the pattern
of his affairs

whatever will inevitably be the next force that will suc-
ceed fire heaven will first make the ascendancy of water
manifest the force of water being inin ascendancy black
will be assumed as its color and water will be taken as the
pattern for affairs when the cycle Isis complete the
operation will revert once more to soil

the yin yang school maintained that the five elements pro-
duce one another and also overcome one another in a fixed
sequence it also maintained that the sequence of the four
seasons accords with this process of the mutual production
of the elements thus wood which dominates spring pro-
duces fire which dominates summer fire in its turn produces
soil which dominates the center soil again produces metal
which dominates autumn metal produces water which domi-
nates winter and water again produces wood which domi-
nates spring

according to the above quotations from the litliilsilbs feihshihfeig chun
cauchiucah the succession of dynasties likewise accords with the
natural succession of the elements thus earth under whose
power the yellow emperor ruled was overcome by the wood
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of the hsia dynasty the wood of this dynasty was overcome
by the metal of the shang dynasty metal was overcome by
the fire of the chou dynasty and fire would in its turn be
overcome by the water of whatever dynasty was to follow the
chou the water of this dynasty would then again be over-
come by the soil of the dynasty following thus completing
the cycle although wu hsing was but a theory it soon after-
wards had its effect inin practical politics and eventually in
the pattern of chinese history

china s earliest general history the shih chicijiriki or records of
the historian written around 100 BC by ssu ma chien

145 BC to ca 90 BCbcdbc1 inaugurated the series of twenty
four chinese dynastic histories and has served as the model
for subsequent official histories written in korea and japan
chapter 28 of this history is of great importance for the relig-
iousiouslous history of ancient china it also contains vital information
on the political ramifications of the five elements theory as
anciently understood

at an indeterminate time in chinese history there was a
series of five emperors traditional dates 2852 BC to 2255
BC who succeeded three august personages from the
shih chi we learn that by 771 BC the people associated with
the small state of chin which became the foundation for
the first chinese empire were already acquainted with the
theory of the legendary five emperors and the five elements
according to this theory the four directions and the center
are bound by a sort of magic participation in the five elements
and five colors and they are ruled by five emperors and five
colors the five elements were bound to directions and colors
as follows green emperor wood east red emperor fire
south yellow emperor earth center white emperor metal
west black emperor water north

in the year 221 BC the first emperor of the chin dy-
nasty known as chin shih huang ti 246210246 210 BC con-

quered all the rival feudal states and thus created a unified

cf edouard chavannes lefleslfflej minoiresmemoiresMemoMino lyesirestyesiresryes historiqueshistonquesgiffonhiston ques de sseuseseu ma tsienTsieii
5 vols paris 189519051895 1905 the best monographic treatment of ssu ma chien
available ini

n english descrdescardescribingibi ng the form and content of his work and indi-
cating something of its imimportanceortance inin chinese history is burton watson
sfassustu ma chien grand historian njof china new york columbia university
press 19581959

max kaltenmark religion and politics inin the china of the Ts inin and
han diogenes no 344 summer 1961 202120 21
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chinese empire under the chin As the successor to the chou
dynasty he actually believed that the force of water is in
ascendancy and so according to ssu ma chien assumed
black as his color and took water as the pattern for af-
fairs the name of the yellow river says the historical
records was changed to that of power water because it
was supposed to mark the beginning of the power of water
with harshness and violence and an extreme severity every-
thing was decided by law for by punishing and oppressing
by having neither human heartedness nor kindness but only
by conforming to strict justice there would come an accord
with the five powers

in part because of its legalistic severity the chinghinch in dynasty
did not last long and was soon succeeded by the han 206
BC AD 220 the han emperors also believed that they
had become emperors by virtue of one of the five powers
but there was considerable dispute as to which of the powers it
was at the time of the founding of the han when kao tzu
the first emperor was still a commoner he once killed a great
snake whereupon a spirit appeared and announced this
snake was the son of the white emperor and he who killed
him is the son of the red emperor when kao tzu first
began his uprising he offered prayers at an altar of soil in
the city of feng and after he had won control of the district
of P ei and become its governor he sacrificed to the warrior
god chih yuyuit and anointed his drums and flags with the
blood of the sacrifice during the second year of his reign

205 BC kao tzu inquired what deities the chin rulers
had worshippedworshipped in their sacrifices to the lords on high and
was told that there had been sacrifices to four deities the
white the green the yellow and the red emperors

but I1 have heard that there are five emperors inin
heaven said kao tzu why is it that the chin rulers wor
shipped only four

when no one was able to offer an explanation kao tzu
replied 1 I know the reason they were waiting for me to
come and complete the five he accordingly set up a place

quoted in fung yulanyu lan A short hlhistorylorytory of chinese philosophy new
york the macmillan co 1960 ppap 130HO150130138HOHS138HS158

fortorwor an engrossing discussion of artistic representations of this long
lasting deity of han times see chenggheng Ttektkte k un chih yu the god of war in
han art oriental art IV no 2 summer 1958 455445 54
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of worship for the black emperor called the altar of the
north with officials appointed to carry out its sacrifices 14

also in the treatise on the calendar of the same work oc-
curs the following entry kl

the han came to power kao tzu said the holy place
of the north waited for me to give it honor he thought that
he too had obtained the favorable presage of the virtue of
water thus it can be assumed that kao tzu considered
himself as the black emperor and that consequently the han
dynasty in its beginnings reigned by virtue of water

following the han dynasty there was a lapse of interest
in the five elements as a political theory yet as late as 1911
when the last dynasty was brought to an end by the chinese
republic under sun yat sen the official title of the emperor
was still emperor through the mandate of heaven and in

accordance with the movement of the five powers

ththiss information occurs in the discussion of the feng and shan sacri-
fices in burton watson records of the grandgiand historian of china new york
columbiacolumbia universuniversouniversityi ty press 1961 11II 303130 31

chavannes 11moiresmemohei historiqueshffonquef III111 328
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